
THREE THINGS: MIT
HANDELSBLATTHER
This morning’s buzz was about a subpoena served
on Deutsche Bank, which attorney Jay Sekulow
denied happened later Tuesday. What really did
happen and when? This is an open thread.

THREE THINGS: THE
REANIMATION OF NIXON
AMONG THEM
Busy, busy week. Load up on the caffeine or
stimulant of choice and let’s get cracking.
Nixon’s grave isn’t going to disinter itself.
This is an open thread.

K. T. MCFARLAND’S BIG
FAT EMAIL [UPDATED]
“[w]hich has just thrown the U.S.A. election to
him,” she wrote in an email.
What. Even.

THREE THINGS: NO, NO,
AND HELL TO THE NO ON
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THE TAX BILL
[UPDATED]
I don’t have three things. I just have three (or
more) layers of pure rage about the so-called
tax reform bill now returned to the Senate
floor. This is an open thread — vent your rage
here.

JARED’S FLYNN
‘SURFING’, ELECTION
DAY TO PRESENT
Quite a bit has been written about the Senate
Judiciary Committee’s request last week asking
Jared Kushner’s attorney Abe Lowell for
“missing” documents omitted from his client’s
previously requested document production. Didn’t
anybody find the requested time range odd? This
is an open thread.

THREE THINGS: TAKE
ACTION ON TAX BILL,
NET NEUTRALITY, AND A
COURTROOM VIRGIN
There’s a lot of crappy stuff going on, but
three things need your urgent attention and
action: Tax cuts for wealthy, net neutrality,
and federal judicial appointments from Hell.
Don’t let turkeys get in your way. This is an
open thread.
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THE CURIOUS TIMING OF
KUSHNER’S VISIT TO
KSA AND THE U.S.’ EITI
EXIT
Trump’s son-in-law Jared Kushner — he of the
shaky memory and a massive debt in need of
refinancing — met with Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman within the week the US withdrew from an
anti-corruption effort and Saudi Arabia cracked
down on corruption. What curious timing.

SOME THOUGHTS ON
THE MANAFORT
INDICTMENT

In response to yesterday’s server hiccups and in
anticipation that Mueller is nowhere near done,
we expanded our server capacity overnight. If
you think you’ll rely on emptywheel reporting on
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the Mueller probe, please consider a donation to
support the site. 

The first shoe has dropped in the big indictment
watch initiated late Friday with the news that
an indictment had been rendered in the Mueller
investigation. Paul Manafort and his longtime
business partner Rick Gates have been told to
self surrender this morning. Manafort has
already arrived at the field office for
processing as the attached picture reflects.
Here is the NYT story:

The charges against Mr. Manafort,
President Trump’s former campaign
chairman, were not immediately clear but
represent a significant escalation in a
special counsel investigation that has
cast a shadow over the president’s first
year in office. Also charged was Mr.
Manafort’s former business associate
Rick Gates, who was also told to
surrender on Monday, the person said.

Mr. Manafort walked into the F.B.I.’s
field office in Washington at about 8:15
a.m. with his lawyer.

Mr. Gates is a longtime protégé and
junior partner of Mr. Manafort. His name
appears on documents linked to companies
that Mr. Manafort’s firm set up in
Cyprus to receive payments from
politicians and businesspeople in
Eastern Europe, records reviewed by The
New York Times show.

Mr. Manafort had been under
investigation for violations of federal
tax law, money laundering and whether he
appropriately disclosed his foreign
lobbying.

The indictment is here and contains twelve
counts for conspiracy, conspiracy to launder
money, failure to file as foreign agents,
failure to file proper financial reports and
false statements. Notable also is the notice of
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forfeiture of both real and personal property,
and any derivative property tied thereto.

The fact that the first shoe is Manafort is no
surprise. What is surprising, to me at least, is
that it does not appear that Manafort’s wife
Kathleen was named. This may be a reflection as
to the nature of the charges … the charges may
only be for activity she was not involved in. Or
not. But, make no mistake, she is involved in
many of the charges for tax fraud and money
laundering; she has solid exposure. Perhaps
Mueller and Andrew Weissmann have already
discussed this with Manafort and his lawyer, or
maybe that is being reserved as leverage in a
potential superseding indictment. But it is
extremely interesting that she does not appear
to be named yet. Stunning actually.

Add into the status of Kathleen Manafort that
she and her husband are reported to be near
broke as to liquid funds, and their real estate
is already heavily leveraged and now subject to
civil seizure at this point. And given the
fairly recent outing of Manafort having a very
expensive mistress half his age, things cannot
be too cozy on the Manafort home front. This is
total chum in the water for an aggressive
prosecutor like Weissmann. Why did he not take
it??

NBC News is reporting that the current charges
were brought now because of statute of
limitation concerns on some of them, and that
further charges are absolutely not ruled out.
Which makes it even more curious that Kathleen
Manafort is not named.

Manafort is a high value target for the Mueller
shop. But so too is his lesser known business
partner Rick Gates. Gates was not only with
Manafort on the Trump Campaign and DNC
Convention, but stayed on in a significant role
with Trump throughout the campaign and
transition, including the inaugural committee,
even after Manafort left. Gates, like Manafort,
has close foreign ties, including with Russia
and Ukraine.



Two people to keep your eye on are Dmitri
Firtash and Oleg Deripaska, Putin allies. As as
Spencer Ackerman says
in the money “behind pro-Kremlin party in
Ukraine that hired Manafort. He’s indicted in
IL. Watch what Sessions does”. Spencer is right
about that. Here is some bits from Spencer’s
report on Manafort, Rick Gates and Firtash back
in August:

Asked whether any Manafort deals seemed
particularly troubling in retrospect, a
senior administration official replied,
“You mean like this one?” and appended a
link to a 2016 story on Manafort’s
alleged attempts to launder a Ukrainian
oil and gas billionaire’s ill-gotten
fortune through New York real
estate—including the Drake.

The Justice Department is now seeking
the extradition of that billionaire,
Dmitry Firtash, so he can stand trial
for a 2013 racketeering indictment in a
Chicago federal court. Two weeks ago, in
response to a legal filing from Firtash
seeking dismissal of the case, the
acting U.S. attorney in Chicago termed
Firtash and a deputy as “two organized-
crime members” and people “identified by
United States law enforcement as two
upper-echelon associates of Russian
organized crime.” Years before the
indictment, Firtash was a major moneyman
for the Party of Regions in Ukraine, the
pro-Kremlin political faction for which
Manafort consulted.

Firtash’s alliance with Manafort to
acquire the Drake has been reported
before. But far less attention has gone
to the involvement of another party:
Oleg Deripaska, one of the wealthiest
men in Russia—and a longtime Putin
associate. In 2006, according to the
Associated Press, Deripaska signed a $10
million annual contract with Manafort
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for what Manafort pitched as political
and economic efforts inside the U.S. to
“greatly benefit the Putin Government.”
But Manafort was more than Deripaska’s
political operative. They were business
partners, as well.

“When Paul met with Mr. D last month he
told Paul to lock in the other financing
elements and then come back to him for
the final piece of investment,” Gates
wrote to two longtime business
associates of Deripaska, Anton
Vishnevsky and Andrey Zagorskiy, on July
1, 2008.

According to ex-prosecutors, a business
relationship between a Kremlin-tied
oligarch, an accused gangster and the
manager of Donald Trump’s campaign is
the sort of arrangement currently
occupying Mueller’s time.

“Any financial dealings with Russia and
Ukraine would be considered within the
scope of [Mueller’s] current mandate,”
said Barbara McQuade, the U.S. attorney
in Detroit until Trump fired her in
March. “With the search warrant executed
on Manafort’s home, looking for bank
records, tax records, and the like, it
seems like this is the kind of thing
that Mueller would be interested in.”

To sum up, today’s indictment news is quite a
big deal. The spokes that look likely to come
out of it lead directly to the biggest Russian
interests imaginable. Ones that very likely lead
to Trump as well, whether financial or in
relation to potential collaboration and
conspiracy to influence the 2016 election.

Time will tell where this goes, but this is an
extremely significant and rollicking start.



M&M MARS CANDY,
TRUMP AND THE ESTATE
TAX GIVEAWAY
The Mars candy-fortune clan has joined with 17
other billionaire families and collectively
spent $500 million lobbying Congress to cut
taxes on billionaires and the companies they
run.

JEFF SESSIONS CAN’T
REMEMBER WHETHER
HE WAS INVOLVED IN
FIRING ALL THE US
ATTORNEYS
At his oversight hearing last week, Jeff
Sessions seemed unaware of whether he was
involved in the firing of all the US Attorneys
or not.
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